CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY NOTICE 2

New Quad Improvement Project Phase 2

June 10, 2016

Adjacent Building Occupants of Chapin Hall/Bernhard, Lehman, Hollander, Schapiro, New Sawyer Library, Paresky, Congregational Church, Williams, Sage, Hopkins Hall

This correspondence provides a status update for the New Quad and Frosh Quad Improvement Projects

**Dates for Activity:** June 2016 through September 2016

**Work Activities:** Continuation of improvements to the main Quad between Hollander and Schapiro and improvements to the Frosh Quad between Williams and Sage.

**Impact to Adjacencies:**

- Chapin Hall Drive from the Congregational Church Lot to the north will be permanently closed to through traffic starting on Monday June 13th.

- Access to Chapin Hall Drive from Mission Park Drive will also be prohibited during construction.

- This project will impact a large portion of the center of campus and will require cooperation, patience and understanding from all of those that will be impacted.

- Increased truck traffic, continuous operation of heavy equipment and disruption to circulation paths in and around this area should be anticipated.

- Construction fencing as well as vehicular and pedestrian access to the areas and buildings affected are outlined on the attached logistics plan.

- Every effort will be extended to provide a safe and efficient work zone that allows access to facilities and supports this very large construction project.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:

Bruce Decoteau
Sr. Project Manager
Williams College
413.597.3225
BDecoteau@williams.edu
WILLIAMS COLLEGE - SAWYER QUAD / CHAPIN HALL DRIVE PROJECT
WORK LIMITS AND PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC PLAN

In Effect:
June 13th - July 10th
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